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Different kinds of thinking in solving

mathematical problems

Abstract: Three kinds of mathematical thinking are defined according
to Professor Sophia Krygowska: empirical inference, intuitive reasoning,
and formal reasoning. We present six solutions by secondary school stu-
dents – in groups of two – for each of three different problems in order
to compare the thinking paths, analyze them in terms of the three kinds
of thinking. Besides, we include a solution of another, 4th problem by
a teacher of the secondary level, a postgraduate student of mathematics
at a pedagogical university. This is aimed at comparing the process of
evaluating a mathematical statement by young students and a mathe-
matically educated person. We also attempt to interpret some solvers’
reasoning from the perspective of the authors of other studies on the
nature of mathematical thinking.

1 Introduction

Since the 70s of the last century, associated with the reforms of mathematics
teaching, increased interest in the nature of mathematical thinking can be
observed. Representatives of various branches of science, such as psychology,
didactics of mathematics, mathematics and philosophy of mathematics have
been discussing different modes of thinking and kinds of reasoning. In the li-
terature on mathematical education are mentioned various kinds of thinking
and reasoning (e.g. Krygowska, 1977; Wittmann, 1981; Wittmann and Müller,
1990; Fischbein, 1982, 1987, 1994; Thurston, 1994). In the present century,
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important documents on mathematics education pay much attention to deve-
loping mathematical reasoning. For example, in the Principles and Standards
of The National Council of Teaching Mathematics (NCTM) in the USA (2000)
in the section “Reasoning and Proof” it is stated that students (by the time
they complete 12th grade) should be able to:

• recognize reasoning and proof as fundamental aspects of mathematics;
• make and investigate mathematical conjectures;
• develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs;
• select and use various types of reasoning and methods of proof (see
Hanna, 2000).

The present (new) Polish National Curriculum, in the section “Reasoning
and argumentation”, as goals of general education in the eight-year “basic
school”, mentions the following skills:

• to conduct a simple reasoning, provide arguments supporting correct-
ness of reasoning, distinguish the proof from examples;

• to recognize regularities, similarities and analogies, formulate conclu-
sions;

• to apply strategies based on the contents of the problem, create solving
strategies, also in multistage problems as well as those that require using
knowledge from various branches of mathematics (MEN, 2017).

In the context of the above, it seems purposeful to make a survey of the pedago-
gical literature with respect to identified and analyzed kinds of mathematical
thinking.
Particular attention we pay to the taxonomy of kinds of mathematical thinking
at the school level by Krygowska (1977). We present seven authentic solutions
of a few problems done by secondary school students and a postgraduate stu-
dent of mathematics in order to compare the thinking paths, analyze them in
terms of the three kinds of thinking within each path. We also briefly present
typologies of kinds of mathematical thinking by other authors (Pólya, 1954.
1973; Fischbein, 1994; Klauer at al, 2008) and make use of their terminology
when analyzing thinking processes of those, whose solutions have been shown.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Three kinds of thinking according to Krygowska

Krygowska (1977) distinguished three kinds of thinking observed in the pro-
cess of solving a mathematical or real problem: empirical inference, intuitive
reasoning, and formal reasoning. We quote Krygowska’s description of them.
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Primarily, we should distinguish often wrongly identified empirical infe-
rence from intuitive reasoning. The term “empirical inference” we use to
denote two different situations:

1◦ The student observes physical relationships or quantitative/spatial re-
lations occurring in her/his natural environment, in the model or in the
drawing, and mathematizes them directly, describing in mathematical
terms what he sees or states experimentally, then formulates a mathe-
matical hypothesis.

2◦ The student performs a series of trials (e.g. calculations) and seeing
a pattern in the results of these tests formulates a mathematical hypo-
thesis, and therefore uses the method of induction, as used by a scientist.

[. . . ] We will talk about empirical inference in mathematics teaching at
the school level where the student formulates a mathematical hypothesis
based on 1◦ observation and experience in a particular physical space
resulting in mathematization of relationships occurring here, described
using mathematical terms, or 2◦ induction trials already in the field of
mathematics itself.

We will treat a student’s reasoning as intuitive in mathematics at the
school level, if in the course of solving a problem the student: 1◦ uses
primarily what he or she knows about and associates with the name
of the relevant mathematical concept, rather than any verbal (formal)
definition (description) of this concept, and 2◦ carries out a shortened
reasoning based on considerations obvious for him or her, irrespective of
their deducibility within a given system, or 3◦ formulates a hypothesis
based on the perceived mathematical analogies, correspondences, projec-
tions, or 4◦ justifies his or her conclusions by means of recursion, not
analyzed in detail.

Finally, we consider a student’s reasoning in mathematics as formal at
the school level if the student 1◦ is aware of the adopted deduction base;
2◦ consciously in the course of reasoning is trying as precisely as possible
to infer each conclusion from those recognized previously or found in
the system of assertions and definitions; 3◦ correctly uses definitions,
and therefore uses the term defined only in the sense given to it by
its definition, and understands that the new term may enter into the
discourse after explaining its significance only by the terms previously
introduced; and 4◦ properly uses theorems, i.e. a conclusion is reached
after closely monitoring whether in the given case assumptions are met.

2.2 Kinds of mathematical reasoning in the views of others

authors

Another typology of mathematical reasoning is presented by Fischbein (1994).
The author distinguished the following basic components of mathematics as
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a human activity: the formal, the algorithmic and the intuitive. In short, they
are characterized as follows (Fischbein, 1994, p. 234, 244): The formal aspect
refers to axioms, definitions, theorems, and proofs. The algorithmic aspect re-
fers to solving techniques and standard strategies. The intuitive aspect (intu-
itive cognition, intuitive understanding, intuitive solution) refers to the degree
of subjective, direct acceptance by an individual of a notion, a theorem, or
a solution.

Fischbein (1982) additionally explained, that intuition is a kind of cognition
accepted without the feeling that any kind of justification is required. An
intuitive cognition is characterized, first of all, as self-evidence.

Many authors of papers in mathematics education distinguish inductive
reasoning and deductive reasoning as the main two types of reasoning. For
almost the past three decades those types of reasoning have been (and still
are) the subject of intensive research.

Deductive reasoning is characterized as the process of inferring conclusions
from known information (premises) based on formal logic rules, where conclu-
sions are derived from the given information and there is no need to validate
them by experiments (Ayalon & Even, 2008, pp. 235–236).

Special attention of many authors interested in mathematical reasoning is
directed to proof and proving.

As a result of the theoretical considerations various aspects of proof ha-
ve been characterized, among others: various functions of proof, the concept
of proof in mathematics, different types of deductive proofs, different types
of proofs in mathematics, and levels of understanding mathematical method
(e.g. Balacheff 1987, 1988, 2010; Hanna 1989, 2000; Hanna, de Villiers, 2008;
Stylianides, 2007; Harel, Sowder, 1998; Legutko, Turnau, 1989; Turnau, 2001).
Empirical studies are mainly focused on the understanding of mathematical
proof by students at different levels of education (e.g. Harel, Sowder, 1998;
Weber, 2010).

The meaning of the term “nductive reasoning”, as distinct from the method
of mathematical induction, is explained by Pólya (1954/1990; 1973).

First of all, the author (Pólya, 1954) states that there are two kinds of
reasoning: demonstrative (strict) reasoning and plausible reasoning. We secu-
re our mathematical knowledge by demonstrative reasoning, but we support
our conjecture by plausible reasoning. A mathematical proof is demonstrative
reasoning. A particular case of plausible reasoning is inductive reasoning. The
difference between the two kinds of reasoning is great and manifold. Demon-
strative reasoning is safe, beyond controversy, and final. Plausible reasoning
is hazardous, controversial, and provisional (Pólya, 1954, pp. V-VI). The au-
thor presents the following definition of inductive reasoning : “Induction is the
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process of discovering general laws by the observation and combination of
particular instances” (Pólya, 1973, p. 114).
In the book (Pólya, 1954) we can find the model of inductive reasoning. It

consists of following stages: 1. observation of particular cases; 2. formulation
of conjecture based on previous cases; 3. verification of the conjecture on the
example of other special cases; 4. generalization.
Let us notice that the above mentioned Pólya’s term “induction” corre-

sponds to the second type of situations in Krygowska’s description of “empiri-
cal inference” (see 2.1). That second type – “inductive attempts in the range
of mathematics itself” – she called shortly “empirical induction” (Krygow-
ska, 1977 p. 143). So the term “empirical inference” according to Krygowska’s
definition has a broader range of applicability than Pólya’s term “induction”.
Inductive reasoning has been a subject of special interest of cognitive psy-

chology. Since 1970s researchers in this domain have engaged in the creation
of a theory of inductive reasoning which includes: prescriptive definition of
inductive reasoning, types of problems demanding such kind of reasoning, and
processes that accur when subjects solve tasks requiring inductive reasoning
(e.g. Haverty et al., 2000; Klauer, Phye, 2008; Christou, Papageorgiou, 2007).
Klauer et al. (2002) differentiate between inductive reasoning and induc-

tive inference. “An inductive inference extends the generalization beyond the
scope of experience by asserting something about a non-observable universe of
objects. Inductive reasoning, however, is confined to the observation at hand.
It discovers regularity and order within a given set of objects” (Klauer et al.,
2002, p. 2).
In the paper (Klauer et al., 2008, p. 87) we can find the following prescrip-

tive definition of inductive reasoning:

Figure 1. Definition of inductive reasoning (Klauer et al., 2008, p. 87).

In short, the above definition can be interpreted as follows: Inductive re-
asoning is a systematic comparison of given objects in order to discover simi-
larities or/and differences between attributes or relations of the objects under
consideration.
It is worth noting that the term “inductive inference” by Klauer corre-

sponds to the second kind of “empirical inference” by Krygowska (see page 7)
and “inductive reasoning” acording to Pólya (see page 8).
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3 Problems and solution paths

In this paragraph solution paths of three problems (called as: Problem 1,
Problem 2, and Problem 3) by the lower and upper secondary school students
will be presented.

Problem 1.

Two points A = (1,−3) and B = (5,−1) are given.

a) How many right-angled triangles ABC exist where C belongs
to the graph of the function f(x) = |x− 2| − 1?

b) Calculate coordinates of one of the points C found in a) such
that the area of triangle ABC is a minimum. Calculate this
area.

Problem 2.

Examine the truth of the sentence:
If a natural number n can be presented as the sum of squares of
two natural numbers then the number 2n can also be presented as
the sum of squares of two natural numbers.

Problem 3.

A is a set of three-digit numbers with different digits a, b, c. Show
that in A one can find two distinct numbers whose difference is
divisible by 4.

The problems come from different sources.

Problem 1, a standard problem of analytical geometry, was taken from
one of the entrance written examinations to the Pedagogical University of
Cracow. The authors of this paper were checking the candidates’ work; they
also authored the problem. The obtained solutions became then the research
material for analysis from the point of view of the knowledge possessed by the
candidates for mathematical studies and their problem solving strategies. The
results of this analysis are presented in the paper (Ciosek, 1999). A few of those
solutions are now re-analysed in view of distinguishable types of mathematical
thinking. Two of them are presented in this paper.
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Problems 2 and 3 are open problems “to prove”. They were used in previous
studies of the solving process of open problems at different levels of knowledge
and mathematical experience (Ciosek, 2005). The method of this study was
individual observation of the subject during her/his process on solving a given
problem. The analysis of the research material obtained was mainly focused
on identifying and characterizing strategies for solving mathematical problems
applied by the observed individuals. In this paper, two solutions to Problem
2 from the above mentioned study are presented and re-examined from the
point of view of the types of mathematical thinking according to Krygowska.
The solutions to Problem 3 have not yet been published. Based on obse-

rvation protocols and solvers’ work sheets the reasoning of two students (one
lower secondary, one high school) was reconstructed and comments on types
of mathematical reasoning added.

3.1 Problem 1. – Standard problem

Two points A = (1,−3) and B = (5,−1) are given.

a) How many right-angled triangles ABC exist there, where C belongs to
the graph of the function f(x) = |x− 2| − 1?

b) Calculate coordinates of one of points C found in a) such that the area
of triangle ABC is minimum. Calculate this area.

3.1.1 Solution I

In the drawing of the problem data the candidate marked all four points sought
for.
Two of them: C1 and C2 he got by drawing the circle whose center is the

midpoint of segment AB, and radius AB2 . Those correspond to the triangles
with right angles at the vertices C1 and C2. Points C3, C4 he obtained by
drawing perpendicular lines to AB passing respectively through A and B.
Having completed the diagram the examinee passed to point b) of the pro-

blem. He tried to compare the areas of the triangles considered. The following
shows his action.
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Figure 2. Fragment of Solution I.

1. He drew heights h1, h2 and h3 in the triangels: △ABC1, △ABC2 and
△ABC3 respectively.

2. He explained why the area of △ABC1 is larger than the area of △ABC2
writing:

P△ABC1 =
AB·h1
2 , P△ABC2 =

AB·h2
2 , h1 > h2 (read of the picture). This

implies P△ABC1 > P△ABC2 .

3. He made an analysis of the mutual position of the triangles △ABC2 and
△ABC3 in the picture. He noticed that h3 being a leg of a right-angled
triangle △ABC2 is the height in right-angled triangle △ABC3 (to the
side AC3). As a result the candidate concluded that h2 < h3 as h2 is
a leg of the right-angled triangle △BC2D, where point D is a common
point of h2 and AB. Then he wrote: P△ABC2 < P△ABC3

4. As the consequence of the statements in points 2. and 3. he wrote the
area of triangle△ABC2 is minimum out of the four right-angled triangles
considered.

5. To finish his solving of the part b) of the problem the student “read” from
the drawing that C2 = (4, 0) and next calculated (correctly) the area of
the triangle △ABC2, as half the absolute value of the determinant of

the vector pair
−−→
C2B,

−−→
C2A.
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Comment

The solution described above involves various elements of the author’s mathe-
matical thinking.

(1) It can be assumed that intuitive thinking was demonstrated in deci-
ding the existence of exactly four points in the question based on what
the person saw on his drawing, without finding out their coordinates.
He did not justify logically that the four points do exist and there are
no more.

It is possible that an element of intuitive reasoning also took place in
the stage of comparing areas of the triangles. It should be noted that
in the search for an answer to the question which of the considered
triangles has the smallest area, the student took into account only 3 of
four triangles involved in the problem. On the student’s sheet there is no
record referring to comparison of the area of triangle △ABC4 with the
areas of the remaining triangles. Probably the student recognized that
the area of triangle △ABC1 is smaller then the area of △ABC4, because
he noticed that the surface of the first triangle made only a part of the
surface the second one. So the fact that triangle △ABC4 has a bigger
area than triangle ABC1 the solver could accept intuitively according to
the self-evident statement “The whole is bigger than any of its parts.”,
which Fischbein (1994, p. 232) considered as a characteristic example of
intuitive cognition.

(2) Empirical thinking manifested itself in his reading the coordinates of
point C2 from the drawing and taking them for granted. Also the areas
of triangles △ABC1 and △ABC2 were compared visually only, and the
decision on which is the biggest was based on the drawing.

(3) Elements of deduction can be recognized in distinguishing cases. The
student acknowledged that the vertex of the right angle can only be at
A or B or at a point belonging to the graph. Also, the solver attempted
to deductively reason to compare the areas of triangles: △ABC2 and
△ABC3. He explained using the suitable property that height h2 of
the triangle △ABC2 is smaller then height h3 of the triangle △ABC3.
However, without comparing the sides corresponding to their heights
he stated that the area of triangle △ABC2 is smaller then the area of
triangle △ABC3. Of course this act of reasoning is not complete.
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3.1.2 Solution II

Phase 1 – The geometric model

The solver made a neat sketch of the problem situation (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Fragment of Solution II – part 1.

Looking at the drawing he wrote there are three possibilities, and as an
illustration he drew three triangles – one with the right angle at A, the second
at B, the third at C (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Fragment of Solution II – part 2.

Phase 2 – The vector model

Probably planning to apply Pythagoras, the student calculated lengths of sides

AB, AC a nd BC of the triangles as the lengths of vectors respectively
−−→
AB,

−→
AC,
−−→
BC, assuming C = (x, | x− 2 | −2).
He solved (correctly) three equations with unknown x (implied by the

Pythagorean equations AB2+AC2 = BC2, AB2+BC2 = AC2, AC2+BC2 =
AB2) finding four values of x. Applying them he answered question a): There
are four such triangles. (Coordinates of vertices were also given.) The first
drawing was now completed: points C1, C2, C3, C4 marked and four triangles
drawn.

Phase 3 – Final answer

The solver passed to question b). To answer it he calculated areas of all four
triangles. It enabled him to put down the last answer: The area is minimum
when C = (4, 0).

Comment

All calculations the candidate performed flawlessly. His reasoning is correct,
deduction prevails in it. Empirical inference (type of 1◦ by Krygowska) com-
ponent is reflected in checking whether the result found is consistent with the
geometrical picture of the situation. It is a sign of control over the situation.
This is a category of control, mentioned by A. Schoenfeld among the factors
affecting the process of solving a problem, meaning all decisions relating to the
selection of knowledge, strategies and applicable measures in a given situation:
planning activities, check the degree of their execution, and the accuracy of
the results obtained (Schoenfeld, 1985).
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3.2 Problem 2. – Open problem

Examine the truth of the sentence:
If a natural number n can be presented as the sum of squares of two natural
numbers then the number 2n can also be presented as the sum of squares of
two natural numbers.

3.2.1 Solution I (Małgosia – 15-year-old, 2nd form of lower secon-
dary school)

Phase 1 – Examples and the first hypothesis

After reading the problem the student put: x2 + y2 = n. Then she went on
to consider examples. She chose the 52 + 62 = 25 + 36 = 61. Then she tried
to find two numbers so that the sum of the squares would double the number
61 so be equal 122. She attempted 62 + 92 and 72 + 92 yet both failed. She
switched to easier examples:

22 + 22 = 8

42 + 02 = 16

42 + 22 = 20

62 + 22 = 40

These were successful. She returned to larger numbers: 62 + 122 = 180,
trying 82 + 122, 162 + 62, but none of the sums provided 360. Małgosia said:
I know it is possible but do not know what is the rule. Pointing the number
180: Here, I was not able to present the number 360 as the sum of the squares
of two numbers. She paused for a while.

Phase 2 – First conjecture

The observer asked What do you mean saying ‘It is possible’. The student an-
swered: As for the justification, not on examples. She added: In the examples,
you can, but do not know if forever. For the number 122 as 2 · 61 it did not
work out. After a moment she noticed: Oh! 122 = 112 + 12, so here it also is
possible!
Immediately after this discovery she wrote:

72 + 82 = 49 + 64 = 113

152 + 12 = 226

32 + 42 = 25
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72 + 12 = 50

92 + 102 = 81 + 100 = 181

192 + 12 = 361 + 1 = 362

She had a rule which she checked in several more cases and presented using
letters (see Figure 5).

Figure 5.

Phase 3 — Generalisation

Then Małgosia took into account several examples in which the number n is
presented as the sum of squares of non-sequential integers. Under each of them
she wrote down the hypothesis discovered at the first example. Based on them
she guessed that if n is the sum of squares of x and y, the number 2n can be
represented in the form (x + y)2 + (x − y)2 (Figure 6). She added one more
example

62 + 22 = 36 + 4 = 40,

82 +−42 = 64 + 16 = 80.
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Figure 6.

Comment

The sentence in question is the following:

For any positive integers n, x, and y, if n = x2+y2 then there exist integers
k, l such that k2 + l2 = 2n.

Formally complex, the problem certainly is not a standard school problem
and the examined student probably never has seen a similar one. Yet the
solver is not asked to prove it (thus informed it’s true) but to investigate its
truthfulness. With this kind of task students are familiar and their natural
start point is trying examples. Finding the rather rare suitable values of k and
l at random is of little chance. It seems Małgosia realized it, which caused
her shifting to smaller numbers that would provide more insight. It proved to
be a good decision: she quickly guessed the right numbers, probably noticed
that 1 is the difference of sequential integers, then also the fact that x + y is
good as the second component squared. She saw a rule, but rather not why
it works. She successfully extended application of the rule to non-sequential
integers and wrote it using algebraic notation, still ignoring the reason for it
being generally true. Having a working rule was for her sufficient to trust it.
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The last record on the work sheet (Figure 7) shows that when creating the
difference of numbers selected for n Małgosia is indifferent to the sign of it in
the formula for 2n.

Figure 7.

She does not realize then that two natural numbers for 2n should be given.
The reasoning of Małgosia was largely of the empiric character, which should
be considered natural. Characteristic feature of Małgosia’s empirical inference
(type of 2◦ by Krygowska) is her attitude to formulate hypotheses after a single
example. It was observed in the 2nd and the 3rd Phases. However no algebraic
calculation as the final formal verification of her hypothesis suggests that the
student is deeply convinced of the rightness of the rules that were discovered
by analyzing examples and sees no need for their further justification. It seems,
however, that in addition to empirical inference there were some elements of
formal reasoning in finding and storing in the algebraic language the discovered
(guessed) rules.
It is worth noticing that, in terminology of Klauer (Klauer et al., 2008),

Małgosia’s inductive reasoning is the process of “recognizing relationships be-
tween objects” requiring “similarity of relationships” as the cognitive opera-
tion. In the situation considered, objects are pairs of natural numbers (a, b)
such that n = a2+ b2. The solver guessed the relation between pairs (a, b) and
(c, d), where 2n = c2 + d2.

Remark. The theorem of the open problem at point 2.2 is a special case (in
its modified version) of the following theorem, taken from “Proofs from THE
BOOK” (Aigner, Ziegler, 2010, p. 21).

Call a number n as representable if it is a sum of two squares, that is, if
n = x2 + y2 for some x, y ∈ N .

Theorem. The product of any two representable numbers n1 = x1
2+ y1

2 and
n2 = x2

2+y2
2 is representable: n1·n2 = (x1 · x2 + y1 · y2)

2+(x1 · y2 − x2 · y1)
2.
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3.2.2 Solution II (Bogumił — 2nd grade of the high school (ly-
ceum))

Phase 1 – Symbolic notation of the statement

Bogumił began saying that the sentence to be verified is this

Z : n = a2 + b2,

T : 2n = c2 + d2, where n, a, b, c, d ∈ N

(Z for assumption, T for conclusion). He explained it: To be checked is that if
you select a number n as the sum of the numbers a2 and b2 you should find
numbers c and d so that 2n would be the sum of squares of these numbers.
2n = 2a2 + 2b2.

Hence – he said – that c2, d2 are either both even or both odd (he recorded this
condition). But how to choose those numbers?

Phase 2 – Geometrical representation of the problem

After a short break Bogumił said: The numbers a2, b2 remind me of the areas
of squares. A figure can be built that consists of two squares, one with side
length a, the second with side length b, and add to it a second system of such
squares. Bogumił makes a drawing (Figure 8)1 and says:

We have to show that the whole figure, which corresponds to the number
of 2n, you can fill with some two squares. These squares must be found.

Phase 3 – Solution of the problem

Bogumił looked for a moment at the picture and then said: Maybe as one
of these squares might be the square with side length a + b? I’ll try. Now he
extends the lower part of the figure made up of selected squares to the square
with side length a+b, and thickens the edge of the pre-drawn figure (Figure 9).

We must now out of pieces of this (encircling) make a square with side
length a+ b.

First, I will add such a piece of the upper part of the figure, which will
complete the bottom to a rectangle with sides of length a+ b and b. This part
is a rectangle with sides of length a and b− a (Figure 10).

1Figures 8–11 are made by the authors. They represent the student’s work on geometric
solution to the problem.
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Figure 8. Figure 9.

Figure 10. Figure 11.
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Then the student completes the missing part of the square with a side
length a + b by two figures shown in Figure 11 (a square with side length a
and a rectangle with sides of length b and a).
Bogumił writes:

b · (b− a)− a · (b− a) = (b− a)2

2a2 + 2b2 = (a+ b)2 + (b− a)2.

In this way – said the student – I rearranged a figure with area 2a2 + 2b2

as two squares with sides of length respectively a + b and b − a. This means
that the sentence in question in the problem is true.

Comment

A characteristic feature of Bogumił’s reasoning was that the student inter-
preted the problem geometrically. Thus he spontaneously brought the issue
formulated in the language of arithmetic to the form a classic problem of geo-
metry: if a given figure can be made of squares. The source of this idea could
be encountered in a similar problem with the Pythagorean theorem (the geo-
metrical version). It can be acknowledged that in the work on this problem
Bogumił revealed three types of mathematical thinking: formal, intuitive, and
empirical. The bare reformulation of the problem from the language of arith-
metic into geometry contained elements of deductive thinking in the reasoning.
In the rest of the work, according to the new version of the problem, where the
student proposed a “candidate” for one of the two sought squares (with side
length a+b), the student revealed elements of intuitive thinking. It is probably
the result of a gestalt view of the drawn image of the situation. Then he sho-
wed with a drawing that the figure made up of four squares (two with the side
length a and two with the side length b) can be decomposed into two squares,
one of which is the one indicated. After filling, with appropriately selected
figures, of the square with side length a+ b he noticed that still remained an
“untapped” area. He conducted an algebraic calculation proving that this area
is a square with side length b − a. This part of reasoning we consider as for-
mal. The operation of filling out a figure with other figures involves elements
of empirical thinking (cutting out a paper figure and rearranging the pieces).
In fact, Bogumił presented a kind of proof of the following theorem. The

doubled sum of areas of two squares, with sides a and b, where b > a, is equal
to the sum of areas of two squares with sides (a+ b) and (b− a).
It is worth noting that in fact Bogumił presented the idea of a proof of

more general theorem than the one he was to evaluate (referring not only to
natural numbers, but extended to positive real numbers).
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In his reasoning Bogumił ignored the case when a = b. Then in the in-
terpretation adopted by him in that case one of the squares degenerates into
a square with the side of zero, and therefore there is only one square with side
length a+ b.

The argument used by Bogumił to support the general statement of Pro-
blem 2.2 is the type of diagrammatic one (with usage of picture – diagram)
in the terminology of Weber (2010). In the current philosophical discussion
of the question if diagrammatic argument constitutes an acceptable form of
proof, opinions are different. Some scientists answer “No” (e.g. Folina, 1999;
Inglish and Mejia-Ramos, 2009). Other philosophers (e.g. Brown, 1997; Kulpa,
2009) and some educators (e.g. Eisenberg & Drefus, 1991; Weber, 2010) claim
that some diagrammatic arguments can be seen as mathematical proofs if they
satisfy some conditions. Weber (2010) formulates four conditions under which
a diagram may provide an individual conviction that the general statement is
true. Such conditions are: a) the individual recognizes how the diagram rela-
tes to the statement that it purports to verify; b) the individual believes that
the relevant features of the diagram are accurate; c) the individual recognizes
the generality of the diagram (it includes all instances to which the universal
statement applies); d) the individual sees a way that the information in the
diagram can be translated into (formal) mathematical proof.

As for Bogumił’s reasoning we can say, that it satisfies Weber’s conditions
a), b) and partly c) (the case a = b is not considered). However, the solver
did not present a suitable mathematical reason for why the rearrangement of
a figure with area 2a2+2b2 as two squares he pointed out is possible (probably
he was not aware that such justification was needed).

3.3 Problem 3. – open problem

A is a set of three-digit numbers with different digits a, b, c. Show that in A
one can find two distinct numbers whose difference is divisible by 4.

3.3.1 Solution by Tadeusz – 1st grade of secondary school

Phase 1 – First example

The student begins with presenting the difference of the two numbers from set
A in the form abc− a1b1c1. He realizes that its divisibility by 4 is determined
by two-digit ending of the number, which he records as bc− b1c1 ÷ 4.

The student then takes an example listing all possible three-digit numbers
with 1, 2 and 3 as digits, noting that each triple of digits will produce six such
numbers. Then he subtracts from number 123 each of the remaining numbers.
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While doing it Tadeusz remarks that for the question of divisibility the order
of subtracted numbers is indifferent. In the course of the fifth subtraction
“123 − 231 = 108” (obviously, he should have put −108) he says: We have
a difference divisible by 4 and puts a “÷” next to this result.
The student continues listing the the three-digit numbers, first those be-

ginning with 12, then with 13 — and stops.

Phase 2 – Second example

Tadeusz takes a different triple: 2, 4, 8. For a while he contemplates his former
work, which provided a number divisible by 4. He writes the difference 248−
482, finds the result (or rather its absolute value) and says that this it not
divisible by 4. Tadeusz announces the next action. I’ll try to switch the digits,
that is, to move the last digit to the front. He puts down the difference 248−824.
He takes three other examples which he examines the following way:

• takes three different digits and makes of them a three-digit number,

• from this number he subtracts a number created in the announced way:
last digit to the front, other digits unchanged.

He saves differences
175− 517

124− 412

235− 523

and finds the two-digit ending of each difference, always receiving a number
divisible by 4. (He wrongly calculated the difference 517 − 175, receiving 32
instead of 42.)
Tadeusz now writes:

abc− cab, a, b > a, c > b

The student considers the set A made with digits 1, 2, 7. He writes 127−712
and decides that the result is not divisible by 4. Using the same digits he carries
on his investigation applying the way of permuting digits, though, the minuend
being various numbers, (not 127). He concludes that one of the two methods
he has tried out leads to the solution. He represents his methods as follows.
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Having done it the solver announces end of work.

Comment

In Tadeusz’s search for the solution of Problem 2 non-typical empirical in-
ference dominates. There are two cycles of inference of this type. The first of
these starts with the creation of a set that satisfies the conditions (assumptions
of the proposition) and finding in it – as a result of creating many differences
of numbers belonging to that set – that difference which fulfils the desired
condition (conclusion of the proposition). When three digits that represent
another set of the type in question were selected, the student makes a diffe-
rence of the two numbers written the way that he made the difference in the
first example. This behavior of the student indicates that — although he did
not express it verbally – he formulated (in his mind) a hypothesis about the
solution based on the first example, and in the second example he verified it.
This verification did not produce a positive result.
The second cycle of empirical reasoning took place in the second stage of

the student’s work. He started, though, not from the observation of the exam-
ple, but from the explicit formulation of another hypothesis on the formation
of the desired difference of numbers. This is another hypothesis that the stu-
dent verified on several sets. He acknowledged that some of them fulfilled this
hypothesis and one did not. He observed in the further study of this example
that it fulfils some modification of the second hypothesis. On the basis of the
study, the student stated, erroneously, that one of the two ways of creating
the subtrahend by “moving” of the minuend’s digit leads to the solution of the
task. This reasoning also reveals an element of intuitive thinking that consists
in the learner’s sense that since all numbers in set A are formed by reordering
the digits in one of them, the solution can also be obtained by selecting any
number of the set and matching the second by some “displacement” of the
digits of the first, so that the difference meets the desired condition. Intu-
ition seems to have blocked the student’s thinking so that he did not attempt
a deductive search.
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3.3.2 Solution by Jacek – 4th grade of secondary school

The student commenced his work by listing all three-digit numbers with digits
a, b, c.

1) 100 · a+ 10 · b+ c 4) 100 · a+ 10 · c+ b

2) 100 · b+ 10 · c+ a 5) 100 · b+ 10 · a+ c

3) 100 · c+ 10 · a+ b 6) 100 · c+ 10 · b+ a

He noticed that among them are three pairs of numbers with the same
units digit. He said: If two numbers with the same units digit were subtracted
we would have a number divisible by 2. Then he executed the subtraction
100 ·a+10 · b+ c− (100 · b+10 ·a+ c) = 100 · (a− b)+10 · (b−a) = 90 · (a− b).
Looking at the result, Jacek said: If a− b is even then 90(a− b) is divisible

by 4 as 90 is divisible by 2. So we have in A two numbers whose difference is
divisible by 4. After a while the student asked himself: what would be in the
case of a− b odd?. . . May be then one of the remaining numbers, 90 · (a− c)
or 90 · (b − c), is divisible by 4? Jacek was thinking for a moment and then
wrote the implication (see scan Fig. 12) then proved it. He finished the solution
saying: Always one of the differences: a− b, b− c, a− c is divisible by 2, so in
every set A there are two numbers whose difference is divisible by 4.

Figure 12.
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The description of Jacek’s behavior in solving the task, that is, seeking
proof of the assertion, indicates that his reasoning from the very beginning,
i.e. from acquainting himself with the content, was formal. It is expedient
to take a close look at the individual “steps” of the student’s reasoning to
realize the logical relationship between them. The starting point in Jacek’s
reasoning was (correctly) writing all the numbers of the set referred to in
the task using the symbols a, b, c. When analyzing these numbers, he pointed
out the possibility of creating three such differences that are divisible by 2.
The further step of the student’s behavior, which was to record one of these
differences, is that he probably realized the necessary condition of divisibility
by 4: “I’m to show the divisibility of the difference of two numbers by 4, so
the difference must be divisible by 2”). Jacek conducted further examination
of the recorded difference. By appropriate algebraic transformations, it led to
the product of two factors, one of which was divisible by 2. He determined
that whether this product would be divisible by 4 or not, it decides whether
the other of its factors is divisible by 2 or not. Next the student looked at 2
cases. For one of them, when the second of the factors of the product being
considered is an even number, the student immediately states that this product
is divisible by 4. In the second case, that is, if the second factor of the given
number is not divisible by 2, the student announced that it can be proved that
the following implication is true:

If |a− b| is odd then |b− c| or |a− c| is even.

The essence of this proof can be expressed so: if two of the differences:
a − b, b − c, a − c, where a, b, c are different numbers belonging to the set of
numbers from 1 to 9, are odd, then the third of these differences is even.
The student clearly presented the correct proof of the theorem. Though,

you may ask if it is a proof of type inhaltlich-anszaulicher Beweis (content-vi-
vid proof) according to Wittmann and Müller’s terminology, that is meeting
the condition “Method of demonstration calls upon the meaning of the term
employed, as distinct from abstract methods, which escape from the interpreta-
tion of the terms and employ the abstract relation between them” (Wittmann
and Müller, 1990; see Hanna, 2000, p. 9). Jacek did not point out in his proof
of the essential feature of the numbers belonging to set A and its consequences
with regard to the conclusion of the considered statement, which is explained
in a simple way by why the conclusion must be true. The point is that among
the various digits of each number belonging to the set two numbers are even
or two are odd, so the difference of numbers of the same parity is even.
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4 Problem 4. – Triangles’ problem

How many triangles can be built whose sides’ lengths are different integers
from among 1, 2, . . . , n?

The Triangle’s Problem was posed by Professor Krygowska in 1987 during
her seminar on mathematics education, carried out in the Institute of Mathe-
matics at the Pedagogical University of Cracow. Participants of the seminar
(mathematicians, educators and teachers) tried to solve it at home and then
reported their approaches during the seminar. This problem was also used
in the mentioned earlier research on the mathematical problem solving pro-
cess. Some solutions of this problem (among others by Professor Krygowska)
appeared in the book presenting results of that research (Ciosek, 2005). The
authors of this paper, considering the Triangle’s Problem as a non-trivial ori-
ginal combinatorial one, are interested in its new solutions. In 2015 one of
the authors asked a teacher (person M), a doctoral student of mathematics
at the Pedagogical University of Cracow, to solve the problem. M took the
challenge. He had been working on the problem at home and after each stage
of it he presented the results. In this paragraph the solution by person M will
be presented and commented. It makes possible to indicate (in Conclusions)
interesting differences in perceiving the persuasive role of intuition based on
visual perception on the one hand, and verification of the guessed rule on the
other, by young students and a mathematically educated person.

4.1 Solution path by Person M

M is an in-service doctoral student in the Institute of Mathematics, Pedagogi-
cal University of Cracow. His work was partly observed cooperatively by one
of the authors.

Phase 1 – Building “Pyramids”

1. Using MS Excel person M programmed the following table with numbers
1, 2,. . . ,9 (the first two components of the triples sought) as the left side
and top entries, and their sum as the output (Figure 13).

The number triples concerned are those (y, x, p) where y is the left side
entry, x is the top entry, and p is the length of the largest side of the
triangle. Assuming that y < x < p, sums on the diagonal and below can
be discarded and focusing on the inequality x+ y > p is sufficient as the
remaining inequalities x+ p > y and y + p > x will then be fulfilled.
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Figure 13. Sums of first two components.

So he focused on the upper right hand (white) part of the created matrix
(Figure 14).

Figure 14. Cells y  x cut off.

2. M denotes L(p) the number of triangles whose longest side is p long. His
aim is then to find the sum of values L(p) as a function of n. He proceeds
as follows. Fixes the value of p (in the matrix, it means choosing column
p) and reckons all triples (y, x, p) obeying the inequality y + x > p (the
white area of the chart).

He quickly realized that there is no point in taking p equal 1 or 2 and
L(3) = 0. Applying this method for p = 4 he comments: I set p = 4 and
look for all the fields of the sheet to the left of the column 4, whose values
exceed 4. He found only one such triple (Figure 15: uper left corner)

Then he set p = 5, found two “good” triples (2, 4, 5), (3, 4, 5), saved them
and recorded L(5) = 2.

3. Using the spreadsheet he represented sets of triples assigned to other
values of p (6, 7, 8, 9 in Figure 15).
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Figure 15. “Pyramids” of black cells for p = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, representing “good” triples.

Phase 2 – Organizing the work

Looking at the computer diagrams M said.
1. Cells representing the two initial components of the sought triples are ar-
ranged in a “pyramid” (marked black in Figure 15).

2. For p even, the layers of a pyramid from left to right count 1, 3, 5 cells, i.e.
odd numbers of cells, their lengths differing by 2.

Phase 3 – Mathematization

He considered the pyramids with p even. He noticed that they consist of layers
with odd number of cells each. He guessed a formula for the number of all
cells in such pyramids saying: If I am right then the number of all cells in the

pyramid would be equal to
(

p−2
2

)2
. When asked, he could not give a reason

other than evidence in his pyramids. He admitted that a proof is required, but
his trust for the computer demotivated him from attempting a proof. After a
while M changed his mind, though, resuming the investigation. He asked: Is it
so that for any even p the number of cells in successive layers of the pyramid
are successive odd numbers? If so, how many cells has got the longest layer?

He began with example p = 8. He listed all “good” triples, now without
direct reference to the image on the computer screen (in the notation adopted
and described earlier). He put the question in the form (?, ?, 8) meaning “What
kind of numbers you can fill the first two positions with?”. He reasoned as
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follows: If the middle component was 7 (he put down this value) then the first
could be 6 – because it has to be a number less than 7, but also 5, 4, 3 or 2. All
“good” triples with last and middle positions fixed make the longest layer in
the pyramid. He similarly reckoned triples in other layers, which he recorded:
(see Figure 16).

Figure 16.

So – M concluded – L(8) = 5+ 3+1 = 9. Now M wanted to generalize his
finding for an arbitrary even p ¬ n. He noted that if the central component
is p− 1 then the number of such triples is equal to the number of consecutive
natural numbers from 2 to (p − 1) − 1 = p − 2. As 1 is omitted this makes
(p− 2)− 1 = p− 3 – an odd number.

The next step is taking the middle component p − 2. Then the first com-
ponent must assume values from p − 3 to 3. This means that the number of
such triples is just by 2 less than in the previous layer. We have (p − 3) − 2
possibilities – again an odd number. This regularity is in force when passing
on: in the next layer the number of possibilities for the first component is 2
less (one less at each end of the count).

The layers can be assigned to the differences between p and the middle
component. What can this difference be at most? – asked M. After a while he
said: It cannot be p2 as then the first component would be at most

p
2−1 and the

sum of the first two less than p. So it can be at most p2 − 1, and the smallest
value of the middle component is p2 +1. The corresponding layer contains one
triple only which is

(p
2 ,
p
2 + 1, p

)

.

At the end of this phase M found a formula for L(p) – the number of all
triples with the greatest component being an even number p from 4 to n. He
added the odd lengths of the layers of the p-pyramid (p − 3), (p − 5), . . . , 3, 1
and applied the known formula for the sum of odd integers thus receiving

L(p) =
(

p−2
2

)2
.

Phase 4 – Mathematization continued

Then M considered an odd greatest third component, which he denoted s.
Reasoning by analogy to the case considered in Phase 3, the solver stated that
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number L(s) of triples with s as the greatest third component is the sum of
consecutive even numbers (s−3)+(s−5)+ ...+4+2. Using the known formula

M calculated this sum as equal L(s) = (s−1)(s−3)4 .

Phase 5 – Continuation

M realized that the answer to the problem will be the sum of the number of
p-triples and s-triples (p even, s odd). How many of these are there in the
set {1, 3, 4, . . . n}? he asked. Seeing that it depends on parity of n, decided to
distinguish two cases: n = 2k (even), n = 2k + 1 (odd).

In the first case M reasoned: Even values of p in Z are 2k, 2k − 2, 2k −
4, . . . , 4 that can be expressed with one formula pi = 2(k − i), i running from

0 to k− 2. According to the formula L(p) =
(

p−2
2

)2
we’ll calculate the sum of

all L(p).

We have then
k−2
∑

i=0

(

pi − 2

2

)2

.

After relevant substitution and expansion M received

k−2
∑

i=0

L(pi) =
k−2
∑

i=0

(k − i− 1)2 = (k − 1)2 + (k − 2)2 + · · ·+ 12.

Then he applied the formula

12 + 22 + · · · + n2 =
n(n+ 1)(2n + 1)

6

in which he substituted n = k − 1 receiving

k−2
∑

i=0

L(pi) =
k(k − 1)(2k − 1)

6
.

M puts the next question: How many triples ending with odd s are there
in Z? He used earlier formula L(s) = (s−1)(s−3)4 and denoted si = 2(k− i)− 1,

i running from 0 to k − 2. However, his expantion of the sum
∑k−2
i=0 L(si) was

mistaken and he declared that he cannot calculate the sum. He then left the
session and returned in a couple of days presenting a new idea and new results.
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Phase 6 – Back to the graphic representation

M decided to return to the graphic representation of the problem – the pyra-
mids in order to find a relationship between L(p) and L(s).
Looking at the pyramids and comparing the corresponding ones he noticed

something interesting as he put it. In two corresponding pyramids (p even and
s = p+1 odd) there is the same number of layers and in the latter each layer
contains one more cell than in the former. But is it a general rule? If this were

true then L(s) =
(

p−2
2

)2
+
(

p−2
2

)

.

Phase 7 – Intuitive recurrence

It has to be so. The way pyramids are built is an explanation. It is visible when
the corresponding triples are arranged next to each other:

(p− 1, p, p + 1)
(p− 2, p − 1, p) (p− 2, p, p + 1)
(p− 3, p − 1, p) (p− 3, p, p + 1)
(. . . (. . .
(2 (2

In both cases the smallest component is 2.
In general it is (p− (p − i) + 1) = (i+1), where i changes from 0 to

(p
2 − 1

)

and means the difference between the greatest and the middle component. It
will be similar in the next layers.
The number of layers in both pyramids under consideration is the same

because the number of layers depends on the number of possible differences
between the greatest component and the middle one. In both cases it is the
same:

(

p−

(

p

2
+ 1

))

=

(

p

2
− 1

)

and
(

s− 3

2

)

=

(

(p+ 1)− 3

2

)

=

(

p− 2

2

)

=

(

p

2
− 1

)

.

Phase 8 – The case of n even

Further calculations ended in the following formula for the number Wn of
“good” triples in the case of n even:

Wn =
n(n− 2)(2n − 5)

24
.
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Phase 9 – The case of n odd

M asked himself how to use the partial solution to find the number of triples in
the case of n = 2k+1 (odd). He realized that it is enough to find the number
of triples with components from the set {1, 2, . . . , n-1} and add the number
of triples with greatest last component 2k + 1. He put it so:

Wn =Wn−1 + L(2k + 1).

As n− 1 is even, the last formula can be applied, so

Wn−1 =
(n − 3)(n − 1)(2n − 7)

24
.

The second member can be calculated using the formula L(s) = (s−1)(s−3)
4 ,

where s = n = 2k + 1, so L(n) = (n−3)(n−1)4 . And at last

Wn =
(n− 3)(n − 1)(2n − 7)

24
+
(n− 3)(n − 1)

4
=
(n− 3)(n − 1)(2n − 1)

24
.

The final result M produced was

Wn =















n(n− 2)(2n − 5)

24
for n = 2k,

(n− 3)(n − 1)(2n − 1)

24
for n = 2k + 1.

Comment

In the work done by M elements of empirical induction, intuitive and for-
mal (deductive) reasoning interweave. The empirical Phase 1 was preceded
by a deductive reasoning. To build a computer model of the problem, i.e. to
program the Excel spreadsheet, M was obliged to set the relationship between
the components of the lengths of sides in a triangle. When the model was
ready its visual aspect came to the fore. Cutting off part of the chart then
marking the “good” cells caused creation of the “pyramids”, which became
a basic reference to the solver.
Empirical induction was evident in using sequences of numeric examples,

recognizing regularities, and generalizing them. At first, the solver tended to
confine his conjectures but advised by the observer he admitted that a formal
proof was needed, which he found. In this episode one cannot fully distinguish
pure empirical generalization from intuitive recognition of recurrence relation.
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Empirical induction helped him again in establishing the property of pyramids
with the odd last component. This time, though, M decided by himself to prove
the conjecture.
Recognition of the arithmetic progression with difference 2 in the numbers

of triples in subsequent layers of the pyramid for the last component, both
even and odd, was intuitive. This property was used in the formal reasoning
that followed (reckoning all triples with last component fixed).
A conjecture based on the visual model or examples was not followed

by spontaneous passage to formal argument. In M’s reasoning trust for the
computer’s faultlessness and/or his own intuition evidently came to light.
It is worth noting that in the analysis of empirical data, different types of

processes and cognitive operations, according to Klauer (Klauer et al. 2008),
intervened. In Phase 2, M’s inductive reasoning is of the type “cross classi-
fication” which requires “detecting similarities and differences in attributes
of objects” (in this case – “pyramids”). It requires the solver to take notice
simultaneously of more then one dimension of the given situation. In contrast,
in Phase 6 the process of “recognizing relationships between objects” takes
place.
An important specialty of the M’s solution is exploiting the Excel spre-

adsheet to visualize the problem thus contributing to the development of the
visual aspect of thinking. It is a way of using the computer that answers par-
tly to the question posed by Freudenthal: “How can calculators and computer
be used to arouse and increase mathematical understanding?” (Freudenthal,
1981, p. 148). Visualization proved here to be an incentive of mathematical
thinking, treated as one of important problems of mathematical education.
Another example of using the computer so that it fosters mathematical thin-
king can be found in (Kąkol, Ratusiński, 2007).
Many researchers working in the field of teaching mathematics emphasize

the role visualization plays in the process of shaping both mathematical con-
cepts and solving problems (Fischbein, 1987; McCormick et al., 1987; Nelson,
1993; Hanna, 2000; Arcavi, 2003; Dickinson, Eade, 2004; Skoumpourdi, 2010;
Zaręba, 2015). Fischbein (1987, p. 101) states that: “Vizualization is a sym-
bolic essential factor for creating the feeling of self-evidence and immediacy.”
McCormick et al. (1987, p. 3) write: “Vizualization offers a method of seeing
the unseen.”
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5 Conclusions

In Chapters 3 and 4 of this paper we have sketched 7 solution paths of 4 pro-
blems, 6 of which are by high school students and one by an adult — a teacher
and a postgraduate student in mathematics at a pedagogical university. Here
are some general conclusions derived from the reasoning analyses included in
commentaries.

1. The aim of putting in Chapter 3 solution paths by secondary school
students – in groups of two – for each of the 3 problems was to draw
attention to the differences in students’ attitudes to the same problem,
but also to differences in the kinds of mathematical thinking revealed in
the students’ reasoning. These differences may be, among other things, a
result of what Thurston (1994, p. 162) describes as different ways of thin-
king or conceiving a particular mathematical concept. This phenomenon
is illustrated by the various solutions to Problem 1 and Problem 2.

Solution 1 (presented as solution 3.1.2) was done by using the analytical
geometry apparatus. The triangle’s areas that were involved in the pro-
blem were considered and compared in numerical terms, i.e. they were
calculated using the appropriate formulas used in analytical geometry
and then the numbers obtained compared. The author of solution 3.1.1
did not use the analytical geometry apparatus to compare the areas of
the triangles considered. The area of triangle was treated in the same
solution in two ways. Once, as the “size” of the surface occupied by the
figure on the plane — this was when he compared the areas of certain
triangles visually. Otherwise — with respect to another pair of triangles
-– he treated the areas as numbers expressed by the product of some two
magnitudes, and compared those areas by comparing those magnitudes
using the synthetic geometry apparatus.

In comments to the solutions of the open Problem 2 we pointed to the
fact that in each of them the symbol a2 was interpreted differently. In
solution 3.2.1 it meant the number being the square of the natural num-
ber a, and therefore the problem under consideration was treated as
a numerical problem (in terms of arithmetic). The author of the se-
cond solution associated with a square’s side of length a (not necessarily
a natural number), and from that point the problem placed before the
student was treated as a geometrical problem: to represent the doubled
sum of areas of two squares as the sum of areas of two (other) squares.

2. Another important difference between the solutions of the same pro-
blem, which is particularly noticeable in relation to Problem 3 is, we
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think, caused by different understanding of what is a mathematical pro-
of by each of the two students. Tadeusz, whose solution to Problem 3 is
described in Section 3.3.1, seems to apply the pattern of proof that We-
ber (2010) calls the type of empirical argument, while the other student
(his reasoning is given in 3.3.2) presented a proof that falls under this
author’s deductive argument.

3. We want to point out a certain similarity between reasoning of some
school students and an educated mathematically person, who is repre-
sented by the solver of Problem 4. This is about the role of examples of
objects defined in the content of the problem and then considered by the
solver. Students — authors of solutions 3.2.1 and 3.3.1 (open Problems
“to prove” 2 and 3 respectively) reasoned empirically. Considering some
examples of objects that fulfil the conclusion, they perceive some proper-
ty of these objects, give it a symbolic form, validate it on several other
examples, and then recognize that this property generates a solution
to the problem; every object under consideration meets the conclusion.
Let’s counterpoise this behavior of students with behavior of person M in
Phase 3 of his reasoning (paragraph 4). As a result of analyzing several
images of objects contemplated in this part of the computer-generated
visualization of the problem M guessed the rule of how to count the
elements of the objects in question. Let’s quote part of the description
of M’s performance in this stage of his work: “M guessed the formula
for the number of all cells in such pyramids. He admitted that a proof
is required, but his trust for the computer demotivated him to attempt
a proof” (see description of Phase 3 of M’s solution). With this state-
ment, M was convinced that the rule he had guessed on the basis of the
examples actually always works. The thinking of the two students men-
tioned here (the authors of the solutions 3.2.1 and 3.3.1) was the same.
Yet there is an essential difference in the attitude of M in relation to
that of the students. M recognized that he obtained examples by using
a computer, which is a machine he considers to be reliable and there-
fore not leading, in his opinion, to erroneous results. Though, M knows
that proof (by deductive reasoning not examples) is needed to justify
a mathematical truth and undertakes search for it at a further stage
of the work. The mathematically inexperienced student may not under-
stand this yet. The difference between the situation of the students and
M in the context of the idea of proof is related to understanding the
epistemology of mathematics.
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Różne rodzaje myślenia w rozwiązywaniu

problemów matematycznych

S t r e s z c z e n i e

W artykule zamieszczono siedem autentycznych rozumowań, uzyskanych od
uczniów szkoły średniej oraz studenta studiów doktoranckich z matematyki
w wyniku obserwacji ich pracy nad rozwiązaniem zadania. Każda z tych osób
rozwiązywała jedno z czterech zadań, wśród których jedno to standardowe
zadanie z geometrii analitycznej, a trzy pozostałe to zadania otwarte – każ-
de o innej strukturze logicznej. Opisane rozumowania są analizowane przez
pryzmat wprowadzonej przez Profesor Zofię Krygowską typologii rodzajów
myślenia matematycznego, w której wyróżnia się: wnioskowanie empiryczne,
rozumowanie intuicyjne oraz rozumowanie formalne. W komentarzach do ro-
zumowań uwzględniane są także wyniki rozważań innych autorów na temat
natury myślenia matematycznego. W konkluzji zwrócono uwagę na różnice w
rozumieniu przez poszczególnych uczniów, czym jest uzasadnienie stwierdzenia
matematycznego, a także na pewne podobieństwo między uczniem a osobą wy-
kształconą matematycznie w posługiwaniu się wnioskowaniem empirycznym.
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